
Dedication of the 'oGoldbergoo Boardroom at Arnold Bloch Leibler

Life's pathways have many unexpected intersections. My link with tonight started 55 years

ago when I commenced my articled clerkship with Arnold Bloch. Arnold told me after three

months that I was the best articled clerk he had - I was soon put back in my place when two

of his longstanding conveyancing clerks told me that I was only the second articled clerk he

had and the first had been a disaster.

But the next link with the distant past that connects me with tonight was Arnold's third

articled clerk in the 1960's who became the 'oL" in ABL, Arnold Bloch Leibler. Mark was

fresh out of law school as a very high academic achiever - Supreme Court pize and, aII.

Arnold told me he was worried that Mark might be a liule too academic for the then very

eclectic Bloch clientele. As we all know, Mark adapted to the clientele, and they adapted to

him, leading to ABL becoming what it now is - an outstanding Australian la'w firm.

The third link that brings me here tonight are my many connections with Alan Goldberg, with

whom I had a close and longstanding friendship since we were 13-14 years old. That lifelong

friendship extended through law school, and as colleagues at the Bar, as well as on the

Federal Court bench. The close and ongoing relationship between our respective families has

also both experienced and reflected that friendship.

A fourth intersection, which is part of the reason why we are here tonight, is Alan's close

connection over a very long period with Arnold Bloch Leibler. He was the barrister of choice

for the firm, not only for its clients but also as the person to go to for mediation of disputes of

every possible kind. Needless to say, Alan also formed close personal relationships with

many of ABL's partners, including its senior partner Mark Leibler.



It is in that context that I see tonight's dedication of ABL's "Goldberg" Boardroom as

capturing at least two of the many aspects of Alan's life that he left as his legacy to all of us.

The first aspect is recognition of the extraordinary lawyer that Alan was. That recognition

was most clearly expressed at Alan's Federal Court farewell by the then Chief Justice Patrick

Keane, now a High Court Judge. Justice Keane said:

"Alan's combination of legal learning, energt, imaginative insight, sense of duty,

wisdom and fundamental decency is such that I teeter on the edge of despair at the

thought of the dfficulty of finding a replacement. This combination of qualities is

such as to make him, I fear, virtually irreplaceable. "

The second aspect of Alan's life that is relevant to tonight is one I tried to capture in my

speech at Alan's funeral in2016. I concluded by describing what Alan said in his last formal

interview, which was at the Federal Court late in 2015. At the end of the interview, Alan was

asked how he would like to be remembered. His response was that'6I'm just happy to be

remembered as someone who was able to, and did, help others".

Given the prominent role that Arnold Bloch Leibler has given to its pro bono practice, and

also Mark's prominent role not only in the Jewish community but also in relation to

Aboriginal reconciliation and Constitutional recognition, I can think of no better message for

the dedication tonight of the ABL Boardroom to Alan Goldberg than that last response I have

just quoted which, translated into the present context, is that ABL and its partners may also

be recognised as lawyers and individuals who were able to, and did, help others.

Thank you.


